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Membrane Protein Crry Maintains Homeostasis of the Complement System

Xiaobo Wu, Dirk Spitzer, Dailing Mao, Stanford L. Peng, Hector Molina, and John P. Atkinson

Complement activation is tightly regulated to avoid excessive inflammatory and immune responses. Crry<sup>−/−</sup> is an embryonic lethal phenotype secondary to the maternal complement alternative pathway (AP) attacking a placenta deficient in this inhibitor. In this study, we demonstrate that Crry<sup>−/−</sup> mice could be rescued on a partial as well as on a complete factor B (fB)- or C3-deficient maternal background. The C3 and fB protein concentrations in Crry<sup>−/−</sup>/C3<sup>−/−</sup> and Crry<sup>−/−</sup>/fB<sup>−/−</sup> mice were substantially reduced for gene dosage secondary to enhanced AP turnover. Based on these observations, a breeding strategy featuring reduced maternal AP-activating capacity rescued the lethal phenotype. It led to a novel, stable line of Crry SKO mice carrying normal alleles for C3 and fB. Crry SKO mice also had accelerated C3 and fB turnover and therefore reduced AP-activating potential. These instructive results represent an example of a membrane regulatory protein being responsible for homeostasis of the complement system. They imply that there is constant turnover on cells of the AP pathway which functions as an immune surveillance system for pathogens and altered self. The Journal of Immunology, 2008, 181: 2732–2740.

The complement system is an integral part of the innate immune system and inflammatory response to microbes. The alternative pathway (AP) is an ancient activation mechanism (1). The complement cascade is tightly controlled via membrane-bound and fluid-phase regulatory proteins (2). Disassociation of the C3 and C5 convertases (decay-accelerating activity (DAA)) and cleavage of C4b and C3b by the plasma protease factor I (fI) in the presence of a cofactor protein (cofactor activity (CA)) are two means to inhibit the activation process (3, 4). Hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) and age-related macular degeneration are informative examples in which dysfunction of complement regulators plays a key role in mediating tissue injury via the AP (5–8). In these diseases, mutations and polymorphisms of complement inhibitors allow for excessive activation for a given degree of injury, resulting in tissue damage in the renal microvasculature and retina (9).

Spontaneous, continuous, low-grade activation of complement occurs through a process termed “C3-tickover,” which involves cleavage (hydrolysis) of the unstable thioester bond in C3 (10). The activated C3 can now bind factor B (fB) to trigger the AP (11). Specifically, factor D cleaves the zymosan fB in the complex to generate the C3 convertase of the AP, which may be stabilized by properdin. Recent evidence points to the classical pathway as also having a tickover process (12). This complement turnover in blood may facilitate the system’s response to foreign Ags. In this manner, the complement system functions as a sonar or radar system by continuously providing activated C3. Interactions in the fluid phase (no target) and with normal self (wrong target) are held in check by inhibitors while amplification takes place on foreign particles. Such a nontargeted turnover and sensing mechanism, coupled to an amplification loop, must be rigidly controlled to avoid undesirable tissue damage and to maintain physiologic levels of complement components for host defense.

A failure to adequately regulate complement activation is associated with several types of glomerulonephritis (13). Complete factor H (fH) deficiency allows the AP C3 convertase (C3bBb) to go unchecked, consuming in the fluid phase C3 and fB. In humans, pigs, and mice deficient in fH (14, 15), <5% of the normal concentration of C3 is found in blood due to this accelerated turnover of the AP (16). The complement fragments generated by the excessive consumption lead to membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis type II (MPGN II) with renal failure and death at an early age in pigs and man (before dialysis) and a similar, albeit milder pathologic phenotype in older mice. A similar degree of C3 consumption occurs in fI deficiency, although the renal pathologic changes are distinct from that observed in fH deficiency as MPGN II has not been reported (17, 18). Also, recent studies using fI-deficient mice demonstrate that uncontrolled AP activation results in decreased C3, fB, and fH in the serum, but C3 deposition along the glomerular basement membrane or MPGN II was not observed in fI-deficient mice (19). Another example featuring glomerulonephritis involves C3 nephritic factor, an autoantibody that stabilizes the AP C3 convertase. Its presence often leads to gain of function and accelerated C3 and fB consumption (20). These data point to the necessity of control of the AP in plasma by cofactor activity.

In contrast to plasma proteins fH and fI, there is little evidence to suggest that membrane-bound complement regulatory proteins control C3 turnover. Normal C3 blood levels are present in...
DAF−/− mice (21, 22) and in humans with a deficiency of decay-accelerating factor (DAF) on hematopoietic cells in paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (23). Atypical HUS patients with CD46 mutations usually have normal C3 levels; however, most of these individuals are haploinsufficient (6, 24).

Cry (CR1-related gene/protein Y), a membrane-bound complement regulator (25), is only known to be present in rodents, namely, the mouse and rat. Mouse Cry is generally considered though to be the murine counterpart of human membrane cofactor protein (MCP; CD46). CD46 has wide tissue distribution in humans and other mammals, but its expression is restricted to male germ cells in the mouse and rat. CD46 and Cry are cofactors for the fi-mediated cleavage of C3b and C4b. In these rodents, Cry is the only ubiquitously expressed regulator with cofactor activity (26). As illustrated by this Cry and MCP comparison, complement regulation by CA is conserved across species. In contrast to MCP, Cry also possesses DAA for the classical pathway but weak DAA for the AP C3 convertase (27, 28). The relative importance of its DAA vs that of the two mouse DAF proteins (DAF-1 and DAF-2) in protecting host tissue is unclear (29, 30). DAF-1 encodes a protein with wide tissue expression while DAF-2's expression pattern, taking together with its DAA vs that of the two mouse DAF proteins (DAF-1 and DAF-2) in protecting host tissue is unclear (29, 30). DAF-1 encodes a protein with wide tissue expression while DAF-2's expression pattern, taking together with its DAA for the AP C3 convertase (27, 28). The relative importance of DAF-1 and DAF-2 in protecting host tissue is unclear (29, 30). DAF-1 encodes a protein with wide tissue expression while DAF-2's expression pattern, taking together with its DAA for the AP C3 convertase (27, 28). The relative importance of DAF-1 and DAF-2 in protecting host tissue is unclear (29, 30).

The importance of Cry in controlling complement activation is highlighted by the embryonic lethal phenotype of Crry−/− (32). Although no developmental defect was observed, the null embryo died at ~7.5 days due to placental destruction mediated by the maternal complement system. In addition, mouse DAF is absent in the early stage (as late as day 10.5) of the developing mouse placenta. Consequently, Cry is the only membrane-bound C3 regulator in the early embryonic stage (33). The lethal phenotype of Crry−/− mice is rescued by complete C3 or fi deficiency, but not by a deficiency of C4, indicating that embryonic death is triggered by the AP (33). This is an informative model system to study fetomaternal tolerance and immune-mediated embryo destruction; however, analysis of disease models featuring complement activation in other tissues has not been possible because of concomitant C3 or fi deficiency. A critical role for Cry is also supported by the rapid complement-dependent clearance of Crry−/− RBCs injected into wild-type (WT) mice and by complement activation fragments deposited on Cry null kidneys transplanted into WT mice leading to an inflammatory response, interstitial fibrosis, and, eventually, renal failure (34–36).

To further study Cry function in vivo, we generated Crry+/− and Crry−/− on a C3 or fi heterozygous background. In these mice, there was enhanced turnover of the AP, leading to reduced C3 and fi concentrations. Using a breeding program featuring a partial deficiency of C3 or fi on the maternal side allowed for survival of Crry null embryos. This strategy led to the generation of a stable strain of mice lacking only the Cry gene, the Cry single knockout mice (Cry SKO). Accelerated AP-mediated C3 tickover is present in these Cry SKO mice. These results further establish a role for a membrane inhibitor in maintaining homeostasis of the AP of complement activation.

Materials and Methods

Mice

129SvJ × C57BL/6 Crry+/− mice were generated by a standard gene-targeting strategy (32). Mixed background Crry+/− mice were backcrossed into C57BL/6 WT mice for nine generations. C57BL/6 Crry+/− mice were used for the experiments described here. Crry+/− /fi−/− and Crry−/− /C3−− mice were on the 129SvJ × C57BL/6 background and were generated by mating Crry+/− /fi−/− or Crry−/− /C3−−, respectively (33). To assess the role of AP in C3 turnover in Crry+/− /C3−− mice, Crry+/− /fi−/− and Cry−/− /C3−− were crossed to generate F1 Crry+/− /fi−/− /C3−− mice. These F1 mice were then intercrossed to produce mice with Crry+/− /fi−/− /C3−− and Crry−/− /fi−/− /C3−− genotypes. fi−/− and C3−− mice were on the C57BL/6 background (37, 38).

The following primers were used to determine the genotypes of Crry, fi, and C3 for: mCry1 6TGTAGTTCAATGCTACTGAGG, EcoRI 16F GCAGAATACATCCCTTTTCG and S6neo GCTACCCGTTGATATTCTGGAAGG; for fi, Bg-F1 CGGAAGCTTCTCAATCCTGCC, Bg-R1 GTAGTCTTGTCACTTCTCC and Bg-Neo CGAATTGCTGACCGCTTCC (39); and for C3, V787 C3 ATGCCCAAGACTAATG, V789 C3 AGGGACCAGCCCAGGTTCAG, and V788 Neo TCAGTCTCTGAGTCTTCCAG (40). Mice were housed and maintained in a pathogen-free environment. All animal experiments were conducted under approved protocols of the Animal Studies Committee of Washington University School of Medicine (St. Louis, MO).

AP assay

Zymosan particles (ZP) were used to activate the AP (28). Briefly, a boiled ZP suspension was washed twice with gelatin-veronal-buffered saline (GVBS). EGTA (10 mM) along with MgCl2 (2 mM) was added to GVBS to block the classical and lectin pathways. Fresh sera at dilutions indicated and ZP (both in GVBS) were mixed and incubated at 37°C for 30 min. After three washes, ZP were stained with FITC-conjugated polyclonal antimouse C3 Ab (Valeant Pharmaceuticals) and analyzed by FACSscan (BD Biosciences).

Cobra venom factor (CVF)-based C3 cleavage assay

For this assay, mouse serum (10 μl), GVBS, and CVF (final concentration of 33 μg/ml; Quidel) were incubated at 37°C for 30 min. Resulting cleaved products were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Western blot.

Western blotting

Fresh serum or EDTA-treated plasma (diluted 1/100) was used to assess C3, fi, and Hb by Western blot. Total liver lysates were used to characterize the C3 protein precursor by Western blot. Reduced (sera and plasma) or nonreduced (liver lysates) samples were subjected to 10% SDS-PAGE and then blotted on nitrocellulose. The membranes were blocked overnight with 5% nonfat dried milk. Goat anti-mouse C3 (1/10,000 dilution; Valeant Pharmaceuticals), goat anti-human fi (both in GVBS) were mixed and incubated at 37°C for 30 min. After three washes, ZP were stained with FITC-conjugated polyclonal antimouse C3 Ab (Valeant Pharmaceuticals) and analyzed by FACSscan (BD Biosciences).

RT-PCR

Liver tissues were homogenized by passage through a 40-μm cell strainer. A RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) was used to extract total RNA. First-strand cDNA was synthesized using 1 μg of total RNA with oligo(dT) primers and SuperScript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen). C3 mRNA levels were detected using C3-specific primers (C3F301 GATTCCAGCCGTAAGGAATTC and C3R708 CTCTGCGGAGAAGATCTGCT).

C3 ELISA

Goat anti-mouse C3 Ab was used to coat the ELISA plates (Immunolon). After washing, they were blocked with PBS containing 1% BSA and 0.1% Tween 20 for 2 h at room temperature. Fresh sera (usually diluted 1/4000) were added for at least 2 h at room temperature. After washing, the plates were incubated with HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse C3 Ab for 1.5 h at room temperature. Substrate reaction was developed with tetramethylbenzidine and the OD was assessed at 630 nm. WT and C3−− sera served as controls.

Immunohistochemistry

Kidneys were fixed with formalin and routine H&E staining was performed (33). For-monitoring C3 deposition in the kidneys, fixed tissue sections were incubated with 5% goat serum before using a primary FITC-conjugated anti-mouse C3 Ab (41).
In vivo delivery of RBC-targeted mouse Crry

HEK 293T cells (ATCC CRL-11268) were used to generate secreted Crry fusion proteins. These were maintained in 10% FCS/DMEM with supplements of l-glutamine, nonessential amino acids, and penicillin/streptomycin. Transfections were conducted with the TransIT-293 reagent according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Mirus). For protein synthesis, the medium was replaced with fresh FCS-free DMEM 24 h posttransfection and the supernatants were harvested at 48–72 h. To obtain concentrated protein stocks, the FCS-free supernatants were applied to centrifugal filter devices with a 10-kDa cutoff (Millipore).

For the in vivo delivery of RBC-targeted mouse Crry, mice were injected i.v. with up to 300 μl of filtered (0.2 μM) concentrated culture supernatant. Blood samples (2 μl) from WT control and test animals were collected by tail clipping. FACS was performed on mouse RBCs to determine the expression of endogenous Crry, RBC-targeted recombinant Crry, and deposition of complement activation fragments.

Results

Accelerated complement turnover in Crry<sup>−/−</sup> C3<sup>+</sup>/+ and Crry<sup>−/−</sup> B<sup>+</sup>/+ mice

Based on previous results showing that maternal C3 deficiency rescues Crry<sup>−/−</sup> embryo mortality (33), we bred Crry<sup>−/−</sup> C3<sup>+</sup>/+ males with Crry<sup>−/−</sup> C3<sup>+</sup>/+ females to generate, as expected, ~50% each of Crry<sup>−/−</sup> C3<sup>−/−</sup> (23 of 47) and Crry<sup>−/−</sup> C3<sup>−/−</sup> (24 of 47) mice. In this situation, Crry<sup>−/−</sup> and Crry<sup>−/−</sup> mice can be compared on the same C3 heterozygous background. Along this line, if we crossed Crry<sup>−/−</sup> C3<sup>−/−</sup> male mice to Crry<sup>−/−</sup> C3<sup>+</sup>/+ female mice, 92% of the offspring were Crry<sup>−/−</sup> C3<sup>−/−</sup>. Thus, most Crry<sup>−/−</sup> C3<sup>−/−</sup> mice died if the mother was C3<sup>−/−</sup> (33). We desired to test how critical the activating capacity of the maternal AP is for survival of Crry null embryos.

Therefore, Crry<sup>−/−</sup> B<sup>+</sup>/+ males were mated with Crry<sup>−/−</sup> B<sup>−/−</sup>- females, resulting in the predicted ~50% Crry<sup>−/−</sup> B<sup>−/+</sup>- and Crry<sup>−/−</sup> B<sup>−/−</sup>- mice (80 of 156 were Crry<sup>−/−</sup> B<sup>−/+</sup>- vs 76 of 156 were Crry<sup>−/−</sup> B<sup>−/−</sup>-) (Table I, A). However, if Crry<sup>−/−</sup> B<sup>−/−</sup>- males were bred with Crry<sup>−/−</sup> B<sup>−/+</sup>- females, only 1 (1.4%) of 73 mice was Crry<sup>−/−</sup> B<sup>−/+</sup>- and 72 (99%) of 73 were Crry<sup>−/−</sup> B<sup>−/−</sup>- (Table I, B). Thus, similar to the result with a C3-sufficient mother, most all Crry<sup>−/−</sup> mice died if B<sup>−/−</sup> was present in the mother. These results point out how the efficiency of maternal C3 activation via the AP accounts for embryonic lethality. They also provide an opportunity to compare Crry<sup>−/+</sup>- and Crry<sup>−/−</sup>- mice with the same gene dosage and “presumably” the same protein levels of C3 and B<sup>−</sup>-.

To address this, AP activity was monitored using several assay systems. In a functional test, the Crry<sup>−/−</sup>- mice with the same C3 or B<sup>−</sup>- genotypes had reduced C3 deposition on the surfaces of zymosan particles compared with Crry<sup>−/−</sup> mice (Fig. 1). For example, there was ~50% reduction of C3 fragments deposited on the surfaces of zymosan in mice lacking Crry in 10% serum and a reduction to <5% in 5% serum. These results raised the possibility of C3 or other components of the AP being different in the sera or a difference in C3 biosynthesis in the liver. We next measured serum C3 levels by Western blot (Fig. 2A) and ELISA (Fig. 2B). The concentration of C3 was reduced in Crry-deficient mice, even though the Crry<sup>−/−</sup>- and Crry<sup>−/−</sup>- mice carried the same C3 heterozygous genotype. This phenomenon was also observed on a B<sup>−</sup>-
Critical role of membrane protein Crry in control of C3 activation in vivo.

A. Western blot (reducing conditions) of serum C3 from Crry\textsuperscript{+/+} and Crry\textsuperscript{−/−} mice on a C3 or fB heterozygous background. C3\textsuperscript{−−} and WT mice served as controls. A reduced concentration of C3 or fB is present in mice completely deficient in Crry. B. Serum C3 in Crry\textsuperscript{+/+} C3\textsuperscript{−−} and Crry\textsuperscript{−/−} C3\textsuperscript{−−} mice were measured by ELISA. There was a 40–50% reduction of serum C3 in Crry\textsuperscript{−/−} C3\textsuperscript{−−} mice compared with Crry\textsuperscript{+/+} C3\textsuperscript{−−} mice. The asterisk indicates a statistically significant difference between the two groups (p < 0.05; Student’s t test).

B. Intravenous injection of normal serum into Crry\textsuperscript{+/+} C3\textsuperscript{−−} or Crry\textsuperscript{−/−} C3\textsuperscript{−−} mice. Serum samples were collected at 10, 20, 30, 40, and 60 min. Western blot of C3 under reducing conditions. D. Increased C3 deposition was observed in the liver at 1 h after injection of WT serum in Crry\textsuperscript{−/−} C3\textsuperscript{−−} mice. This experiment was performed twice with similar results.

Most of the C3 in fH\textsuperscript{−/−} mice circulates as C3b (14). This failure to proteolytically inactivate C3b leads to renal pathology (14). However, we observed only an intact \( \alpha \)-chain of C3 in the serum samples from Crry\textsuperscript{−/−} fB\textsuperscript{+/+} or Crry\textsuperscript{−/−} C3\textsuperscript{+/+} mice (Fig. 2A). To further characterize the status of C3, CVF was used to activate the AP of Crry\textsuperscript{−/−} fB\textsuperscript{+/+} and Crry\textsuperscript{−/−} fB\textsuperscript{−/−} mice. The quantity of the \( \alpha \)-2 fragment was proportional to the starting amount of the \( \alpha \)-chain (data not shown). Thus, an increase in C3 activation products, including C3b, was not present in Crry-deficient mice. We propose that the presence of fH led to C3b cleavage and subsequent clearance from the circulation. Also, much of the C3 turnover could be occurring on cells and therefore the C3b is processed locally.

To further evaluate the ability of Crry to control C3 turnover in vivo, WT serum was transferred i.p. into Crry\textsuperscript{+/+} C3\textsuperscript{−−} and Crry\textsuperscript{−/−} C3\textsuperscript{−−} mice. Serum samples were collected from recipient mice and Western blots were performed (Fig. 3A). As early as 1–3 h after serum transfer, the C3 \( \alpha \)-chain was reduced in Crry\textsuperscript{−/−} C3\textsuperscript{−−} recipients, being comparable to approximately the 9-h data point in Crry\textsuperscript{+/+} C3\textsuperscript{−−} recipients. The half-life (\( t_{1/2} \)) of WT-derived C3 in Crry\textsuperscript{−/−} hosts was \( \sim 1 \) h and in Crry\textsuperscript{+/+} \( \sim 8 \) h (Fig. 3B). Additional serum transfer experiments indicated that C3b cleavage fragments accumulated in the blood of Crry\textsuperscript{−/−} mice (Fig. 3C). Also, 1 h following serum transfer, C3 deposition in liver but not in the kidney was detected in Crry\textsuperscript{−/−} mice (Fig. 3D). This finding is consistent with the liver being a clearance site for C3c but could also reflect C3b deposition and processing. The accelerated turnover of C3 in a Crry-deficient host further demonstrates the essential role of Crry in the control of complement activation in vivo.
RBC-targeted Crry does not prevent accelerated C3 turnover in vivo

Plasma is continuously in contact with RBCs. To address whether the RBC compartment is responsible for the enhanced turnover of C3 in Crry-/- mice, this pool was coated with a recombinant fusion protein consisting of a single-chain Ab fragment (scFv) specific for mouse glycophorin A and Crry (Crry5-Ter) (42). This RBC-targeted Crry protects against classical or AP activation (34). Crry-/-C3+/- mice were injected with recombinant Crry5-Ter and the copy number of Crry was determined by FACS. However, Western blot analysis did not reveal an increase in C3 in the circulation of Crry-/-C3+/- mice (data not shown). Crry, like MCP and DAF, only protects against complement activation on the cell in which it is expressed (43, 44). An increased turnover is likely occurring on all cells exposed to blood and therefore coating only on one cell population with an inhibitor would have a modest effect on AP activation.

Crry maintains C3 homeostasis by regulating AP activation

Complement activation by the AP is the likely mechanism to explain the C3 consumption in Crry-deficient mice. Consistent with this proposal, there was reduced fB protein in the serum for the respective gene dosage in Crry-/-fB+/+ and Crry-/-C3+/- mice (Fig. 4). A 52% decrease of serum fB was observed in Crry-/-C3+/- compared with that of Crry+/-C3+/- mice (n = 6 for Crry-/-C3+/- and n = 5 for Crry+/-C3+/-; p < 0.002). Also, using CVF in vitro to cleave fB into Ba and Bb, both fB and Bb were reduced in the sera of Crry-/-fB+/+ mice (data not shown). fH levels of Crry-/-C3+/- and Crry-/-fB+/+ mice were unchanged compared with Crry+/-C3+/- and Crry+/-fB+/+ controls (Fig. 4). Thus, the concomitant reduction of C3 and fB further implicates excessive AP C3 convertase formation in Crry-deficient mice.

In contrast to the reduced C3 level in the sera of Crry-/-fB+/+ mice (Fig. 5A, middle lanes), an equivalent quantity of C3 was observed in the Crry-/-fB-/-, Crry+/-fB-/+, and WT mice (Fig. 5A). Thus, complete fB deficiency or 50% of normal Crry levels prevented C3 turnover. To further prove that fB was necessary for the consumption of C3 in Crry-/-C3+/- mice, Crry-/-fB-/+ and Crry-/-C3+/- mice were crossed to generate F1 Crry-/-fB+/+ mice. By intercrossing these F1 mice, we produced Crry-/-fB+/+ and Crry+/-fB+/+ mice. As shown in Fig. 5B, enhanced C3 turnover occurs in the Crry-/-fB+/+ mice

FIGURE 5. Accelerated C3 turnover in Crry-/-fB+/+ and Crry-/-C3+/- mice is ameliorated by fB deficiency. A, Western blot (reducing conditions) of serum C3 and fB from Crry+/-fB+/+, Crry-/-fB+/+, and Crry-/-fB-/+ mice. In the presence of fB deficiency, enhanced C3 turnover was prevented. B, Crry-/-C3+/- mice were crossed with Crry-/-fB-/+ mice to generate F1 Crry-/-fB+/+C3+/- mice. These mice were crossed to generate Crry-/-fB+/+C3+/- and Crry-/-fB-/+C3+/- animals. C3 turnover was prevented in Crry-/-fB+/+ mice by a deficiency of fB.
C3 precursor levels by Western blot. Liver C3 mRNA (Fig. 6) measured hepatic C3 mRNA levels by semiquantitative RT-PCR and synthesis in the liver needed to be ruled out. We therefore measured decreased concentrations of serum C3 and fB, a modest decrease of fH in Crry SKO mice, and normal levels of C3 precursor protein in the liver. C3 or fB split products were not detected.

FIGURE 7. Development of Crry SKO mice. A, Genotyping. WT, Crry+/+, and Crry−/− mouse genotypes in these 14 offspring were 8 females (one Crry+/−, one Crry−/−, and one Crry+/−) and 3 males (two Crry+/− and one Crry−/−). One mouse with a genotype of Crry+/− was identified among 14 offspring when breeding pairs were fortuitously set up (Fig. 7A). The other genotypes in these 14 offspring were 8 Crry+/−, 1 Crry+/−, Crry−/−, and 1 Crry−/−. The possibility of a genotyping error was assessed because there had been no prior live births of Crry−/− mice; instead, Crry−/− mice remained a possible genotype when the males and females (Table I, C), 131 live females (one Crry+/−, one Crry−/−, and one Crry+/−) and 3 males (two Crry+/− and one Crry−/−). One mouse with a genotype of Crry+/− was identified among 14 offspring when breeding pairs were fortuitously set up (Fig. 7A). The other genotypes in these 14 offspring were 8 Crry+/−, 1 Crry+/−, Crry−/−, and 1 Crry−/−. The possibility of a genotyping error was assessed because there had been no prior live births of Crry−/− mice; instead, Crry−/− mice remained a possible genotype when the males and females (Table I, C), 131 live females (one Crry+/−, one Crry−/−, and one Crry+/−) and 3 males (two Crry+/− and one Crry−/−). One mouse with a genotype of Crry+/− was identified among 14 offspring when breeding pairs were fortuitously set up (Fig. 7A). The other genotypes in these 14 offspring were 8 Crry+/−, 1 Crry+/−, Crry−/−, and 1 Crry−/−. The possibility of a genotyping error was assessed because there had been no prior live births of Crry−/− mice; instead, Crry−/− mice remained a possible genotype when the males and females (Table I, C), 131 live females (one Crry+/−, one Crry−/−, and one Crry+/−) and 3 males (two Crry+/− and one Crry−/−). One mouse with a genotype of Crry+/− was identified among 14 offspring when breeding pairs were fortuitously set up (Fig. 7A). The other genotypes in these 14 offspring were 8 Crry+/−, 1 Crry+/−, Crry−/−, and 1 Crry−/−. The possibility of a genotyping error was assessed because there had been no prior live births of Crry−/− mice; instead, Crry−/− mice remained a possible genotype when the males and females (Table I, C), 131 live females (one Crry+/−, one Crry−/−, and one Crry+/−) and 3 males (two Crry+/− and one Crry−/−). One mouse with a genotype of Crry+/− was identified among 14 offspring when breeding pairs were fortuitously set up (Fig. 7A). The other genotypes in these 14 offspring were 8 Crry+/−, 1 Crry+/−, Crry−/−, and 1 Crry−/−. The possibility of a genotyping error was assessed because there had been no prior live births of Crry−/− mice; instead, Crry−/− mice remained a possible genotype when the males and females (Table I, C), 131 live females (one Crry+/−, one Crry−/−, and one Crry+/−) and 3 males (two Crry+/− and one Crry−/−). One mouse with a genotype of Crry+/− was identified among 14 offspring when breeding pairs were fortuitously set up (Fig. 7A). The other genotypes in these 14 offspring were 8 Crry+/−, 1 Crry+/−, Crry−/−, and 1 Crry−/−. The possibility of a genotyping error was assessed because there had been no prior live births of Crry−/− mice; instead, Crry−/− mice remained a possible genotype when the males and females (Table I, C), 131 live females (one Crry+/−, one Crry−/−, and one Crry+/−) and 3 males (two Crry+/− and one Crry−/−). One mouse with a genotype of Crry+/− was identified among 14 offspring when breeding pairs were fortuitously set up (Fig. 7A). The other genotypes in these 14 offspring were 8 Crry+/−, 1 Crry+/−, Crry−/−, and 1 Crry−/−. The possibility of a genotyping error was assessed because there had been no prior live births of Crry−/− mice; instead, Crry−/− mice remained a possible genotype when the males and females (Table I, C), 131 live females (one Crry+/−, one Crry−/−, and one Crry+/−) and 3 males (two Crry+/− and one Crry−/−). One mouse with a genotype of Crry+/− was identified among 14 offspring when breeding pairs were fortuitously set up (Fig. 7A). The other genotypes in these 14 offspring were 8 Crry+/−, 1 Crry+/−, Crry−/−, and 1 Crry−/−. The possibility of a genotyping error was assessed because there had been no prior live births of Crry−/− mice; instead, Crry−/− mice remained a possible genotype when the males and females (Table I, C), 131 live females (one Crry+/−, one Crry−/−, and one Crry+/−) and 3 males (two Crry+/− and one Crry−/−). One mouse with a genotype of Crry+/− was identified among 14 offspring when breeding pairs were fortuitously set up (Fig. 7A). The other genotypes in these 14 offspring were 8 Crry+/−, 1 Crry+/−, Crry−/−, and 1 Crry−/−. The possibility of a genotyping error was assessed because there had been no prior live births of Crry−/− mice; instead, Crry−/− mice remained a possible genotype when the males and females (Table I, C), 131 live
births were obtained with four genotypes: Crry<sup>+</sup>/fB<sup>+</sup> (33 of 131, 25%), Crry<sup>-/-</sup>fB<sup>-/-</sup> (28 of 131, 21%), Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>+</sup> (38 of 131, 29%), and Crry<sup>+</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> (32 of 131, 24%) (data not shown). However, breeding Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> males with Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> females failed to generate Crry<sup>-/-</sup>fB<sup>-/-</sup> mice (0 of 57, 0%) and resulted in only one Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> mouse (1 of 57, 1.7%; Table I, D).

The survival of Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> mice was possible because of maternal AP insufficiency and represents the first example of a Crry single knockout (Crry SKO) mouse. Further evidence to support this conclusion was obtained using Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> breeding pairs. This cross produced 193 live births with three different genotypes: Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> (50 of 193, 26%), Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> (103 of 193, 53%), and Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> (40 of 193, 21%) (Table I, E). Again, if the maternal genotype was heterozygous for fB, live births occurred in which the pups were knockouts for only Crry.

We next extended our examination by analyzing Crry<sup>-/-</sup> mice in the setting of a C3 heterozygous background. Crry<sup>+</sup>/C3<sup>+/+</sup> males were bred to Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>+/+</sup> females to generate 194 live births. For 54 mice, the genotype was Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>+/+</sup> (Crry SKO) (54 of 194, 28%; Table I, G). In addition, breeding Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>+/+</sup> to each other generated 10 of 58 live births as Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>+/+</sup> (10 of 58, 17%; Table I, H).

This outcome is similar to that with Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> female mice and occurred with the expected Mendelian frequency. However, breeding Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>+/+</sup> mice with each other failed to produce any Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>+/+</sup> (0 of 169, 0%), only one Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>+/+</sup> (1 of 169, 0.5%), and no Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>-/-</sup> (0 of 169, 0%) mice (Table I, I; the remainder of the genotypes from this breeding combination are not shown). Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> breedings generated a few less than the expected Mendelian distribution of live births: Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> (6 of 243, 2.4%), Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> (12 of 243, 4.93%), and Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> genotypes (3 of 243, 1.23%) (Table I, F). Since there is no evidence for accelerated C3 turnover in mice on a Crry heterozygous background (Crry<sup>+</sup>/Crry<sup>-/-</sup> C3<sup>+/+</sup>, Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> (Figs. 2 and 7D), these results point to a reduction in fB as being more crucial than a reduction in C3 relative to their contribution to complement-mediated embryo rejection.

The preceding data establish that C3 turnover, by reducing the activating capacity of the AP, allows for live births of Crry SKO mice. Breeding Crry<sup>+</sup>/fB<sup>+</sup>/C3<sup>+/+</sup> males with Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>-/-</sup>(Crry SKO) females produced Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>-/-</sup> (37 of 86, 43%) and Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>-/-</sup> (49 of 86, 57%) (Table I, J). However, breeding Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>-/-</sup> males with Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>-/-</sup> females produced no Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>-/-</sup> mice, as 100% of the offspring were Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>-/-</sup> (31 of 31, 100%) (Table I, K). In summary, a breeding strategy featuring reduced maternal AP-activating capacity generates a stable strain of Crry SKO.

Breeding Crry SKO mice generated a stable line lacking only the Crry gene (Fig. 7, A and B). In these mice C3 and fB are reduced by ~50%, indicating accelerated AP-mediated C3 tickover (Fig. 7, C and D). Hepatic C3 precursor levels were comparable to those of WT and Crry<sup>-/-</sup> mice (Fig. 7C). Although fH was normal in Crry<sup>-/-</sup> mice carrying fB<sup>-/-</sup> or C3<sup>-/-</sup>, there was a modest but significant decrease in fH in the Crry SKO mice (Fig. 7D). This may reflect a larger quantity of C3 turnover in the latter that contributes to fH consumption (see Discussion). Taken together, these observations highlight the importance of a membrane protein, Crry, in controlling the complement system.

**Discussion**

Based on a series of breeding experiments involving crosses of Crry<sup>-/-</sup>, C3<sup>-/-</sup>, and fB-deficient mice, we conclude that the membrane complement regulator Crry helps to maintain homeostasis of the AP and demonstrates that a reduction in the efficiency of AP activation in the maternal circulation rescues the otherwise embryonically lethal Crry<sup>-/-</sup> phenotype. The former represents an example whereby a single membrane regulatory protein prevents excessive turnover of the complement system while the latter allows for the generation of Crry SKO mice (without a concomitant C3 or fB gene deficiency).

**Turnover of the complement system in Crry deficiency**

The complement system is continuously engaged. This was only recently shown for the classical pathway, based on the elevated C3 levels in C1q- and C2/fB-deficient mice (12), but was proposed 40 years ago for the AP (reviewed in Ref. 1). Evidence for this AP tickover in plasma (45) also comes from deficiencies of fH in humans, mouse, and pig and from fI deficiency in humans. In each species, C3 and fB are reduced to <10% of normal blood concentrations and reconstitution experiments demonstrate that low C3 and fB are secondary to accelerated AP turnover. This often leads to glomerulonephritis, featuring prominent C3 fragment deposition, as well as infections because of a secondary C3 deficiency (9).

In this study, reduction in the expected level of C3 was observed in three types of Crry-deficient mice, Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup>, Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>-/-</sup>, and Crry SKO. fB levels in blood were also lower than anticipated based on gene dosage, indicating that accelerated AP activation was the responsible mechanism. The normal C3 concentrations, based on gene dosage in Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> and Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>-/-</sup> mice also support this conclusion. In addition, using Crry-transgenic mice in which Crry expression was induced by zinc sulfate, C3 levels were increased (46). Also, administration of the function blocking anti-Crry Ab to WT mice led to an increase of C3 tickover as well as C3 deposition in the liver (47). Our in vivo rescue experiment in which a fB null allele was introduced into Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>-/-</sup> mice is consistent with these data and suggests that the overexpressed Crry inhibited the AP. While this work was in progress, low C3 levels were reported in Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/DAF<sup>+/+</sup>/C3<sup>-/-</sup> mice; however, a double deficiency of Cry and DAF does not allow for dissection of the relative roles of Crry and DAF (48). Our results establish that a single membrane complement regulator contributes to the control of AP turnover and that CA, rather than DAA, is primarily responsible for holding the AP in check on cells.

We looked for but did not find renal pathology during the first year of life of the Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>-/-</sup> mice. Several possibilities to explain this finding have been considered. The simplest is that the magnitude of C3 turnover is just not as great as in the complete fH or fI deficiency. This point coupled with reduced AP-activating capacity and relative normal levels of fH in plasma of Crry null mice appears to be sufficient to prevent the generated C3b from causing tissue damage. Also, the turnover in the case of the Crry-deficient mice is likely to be primarily on cells which may be more tolerable because of repair mechanisms. However, we are following these mice into the second year and will be examining multiple tissues including the retina and renal glomeruli for the development of pathology.

**Maintaining complement homeostasis through membrane and fluid-phase regulators**

In fH<sup>-/-</sup> mice, ~5% of normal C3 is detectable in blood and even fH heterozygous (fH<sup>+/+</sup>) mice have a lower concentration of C3 than WT mice (14). In mice deficient in Crry and heterozygous for C3 or fB, a reduction of C3 for gene dosage was also observed in both Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/C3<sup>-/-</sup> and Crry<sup>-/-</sup>/fB<sup>-/-</sup> mice. No reduction of C3
was observed if the mouse was heterozygous for Crry deficiency \((Crry^{+/ \text{H11002}} / Crry^{+/-} \text{H11002})\). These results shed light on the role played by fluid-phase and membrane regulators in maintaining homeostasis of the complement system. By inference and analogy to the fluid-phase turnover seen in a deficiency of \(\text{fH} \) or \(\text{fI} \), these results imply that there is continuous turnover of the AP on cells and that CA is required both in the fluid phase (IH) and intrinsic to cells (Crry in rodents or MCP in humans and other mammals) to prevent excessive AP turnover. As pointed out in the Introduction, Crry and MCP are the only widely expressed membrane C3 regulators with CA mouse and humans, respectively.

Inactivation of the continuously generated C3b is an important mechanism to regulate complement activation. C3b represents not only a source of further activation products with a variety of biological functions but also initiates the amplification loop of the AP. This feedback loop has the potential to produce large amounts of C3b that may deposit on the microbial targets as well as on cells and matrices. The experimental evidence in this report emphasizes the critical role played by a membrane complement regulatory protein in regulating this loop. Although its effect on complement regulation is not as dramatic as the fluid phase regulators \(\text{fH} \) and \(\text{fI} \), Crry deficiency leads to an \(50\% \) reduction of blood C3 (compared with > 95% serum C3 consumption in \(\text{fH}^{+/ \text{H11001}} \text{mice} \)). Crry probably inactivates the continuously produced C3b which deposits on cell surfaces, primarily through its CA. Therefore, Crry, in combination with \(\text{fI} \), is required to maintain homeostasis of the AP on cells. This conclusion is supported by the lack of C3 turnover in \(Crry^{+/ \text{H11002}} / Crry^{+/-} \text{H11002} \) mice if these mice are made null for \(\text{fB} \).

Maternal complement activation and the generation of the Crry SKO mouse

In this report, we compared \(Crry^{+/ \text{H11002}} \) vs \(Crry^{-/-} \text{H11001} \) mice on a C3 or \(\text{fB} \) heterozygous background. As discussed above, substantial C3 turnover occurs in \(Crry^{-/-} \text{H11002} / Crry^{+/-} \text{H11002} \) secondary to decreased regulatory activity for the AP. Importantly, this Crry-dependent C3 turnover on the maternal side allowed for the generation of a stable mutant mouse strain lacking only the Crry gene because of decreased capacity of the AP in female mice.

The survival of \(\text{Crry} \text{ SKO} \) mice in the setting of partial maternal C3 or \(\text{fB} \) deficiency further supports the crucial role of the AP in mediating embryonic death. Accelerated AP-mediated C3 turnover also occurs in \(\text{Crry} \text{ SKO} \) mice. This leads to reduced levels of C3 in the circulation, which is essential for the establishment of the \(\text{Crry} \text{ SKO} \) mouse line. However, since \(50\% \) of the normal \(\text{fB} \) and C3 levels remains in the circulation of \(\text{Crry} \text{ SKO} \) mice, this strain can be used to study disease models in which the pathology depends upon complement activation.

The classical pathway does not play a role in embryo rejection since a deficiency of C4 did not allow for live births (33). In this report, we observed that C3 or \(\text{fB} \) deficiency on the maternal side rescues the Crry-deficient mouse. Of note, some \(Crry^{-/-} \text{H11001} \) mice survived from \(Crry^{+/ \text{H11002}} / Crry^{+/-} \text{H11002} \) breeding pairs while there were no \(Crry^{-/-} \text{H11001} \) live births from \(Crry^{+/-} \text{H11002} / Crry^{-/-} \text{H11002} \) breedings. This unexpected result suggests that \(\text{fB} \) plays a more critical role than C3 in embryo rejection; i.e., heterozygosity of \(\text{fB} \) allowed for live births of \(Crry^{-/-} \text{H11001} \) mice while loss of one allele of C3 did not.

The in vivo functions of Crry have also been explored by treatment with Crry-Ig and by using Crry-transgenic mice. For example, Crry plays a role in the pathogenesis of autoimmune disorders (such as MRL/pr mice) (49, 50), ischemia/reperfusion injury (51), and Alzheimer’s disease (52, 53). Using transplant models, Crry was shown to be essential to protect Crry-deficient RBCs or kidneys from complement attack (35, 36). However, Crry deficiency could previously only be studied in \(Crry^{-/-} \text{H11002} / Crry^{+/-} \text{H11002} \) mice that completely lack AP activity. Accelerated AP-mediated C3 turnover occurs in the \(\text{Crry} \text{ SKO} \) and this turnover has a direct impact on obtaining live births from \(\text{Crry} \text{ SKO} \) breedings.

Biological significance of continuous complement turnover and its regulation

These data provide strong evidence for continuous turnover of the AP of complement activation on cells. We view this as a critical surveillance system to provide proinflammatory, opsonic and lytic activities to facilitate identification, clearance, and destruction of pathogens. Moreover, it likely serves a similar role relative to necrotic, apoptotic, and otherwise injured host cells and tissues where it would facilitate repair in some cases but foster elimination in others. A fundamental difference though between pathogen vs self-interactions in the innate immune response is the issue of instructing an adaptive immune response in the first but avoiding this response in the second. How this distinction is accomplished is unclear but it represents a fundamental problem in need of resolution.

The studies reported herein also illustrate the fine balance between regulation and activation of the AP. The lack of one regulator, Crry, on fetal-derived tissue allows for the “normal” maternal AP to attack the developing placenta. On the other hand, if a maternal AP-activating cascade is reduced by \(50\% \) (despite the total absence of a regulator), the embryo survives. In several examples in this study, a reduction in maternal complement activity capacity was secondary to accelerated complement consumption in the setting of deficient regulatory protein function. In particular, this report illustrates that a membrane inhibitor of complement is required to maintain physiologic levels of the activating pathways required for host defense. Implied in this conclusion is that there is a turnover of the complement-activating cascade on cells analogous to what has been previously shown in the fluid phase (plasma).
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